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Presentation Notes
Thank you for inviting me to Sustainable Building 13 and it’s a pleasure to join you here in Hong Kong. I head up a group in the UK of building physicists, surveyors, modellers and behavioural scientists that have examined the performance of buildings for over 20 years 



Do sustainable cities perform as 
expected? 

 
Design 

 
Build / 
Retrofit 
 

Does the eco 
work as 
expected? 

Detailed design 
review 
 

 
Test and monitor 
 

 Remodel 
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Presentation Notes
At the Leeds Sustainability Institute, the research groups that have been responsible for recognising that buildings in the UK were not thermally resistant as expected.  The research sample suggests that this is a significant problem for many in the industry.This is a result of a the failure of the building fabric to provide an effective thermal enclosure, there was a significant difference between the heat loss expected and that actually experienced when heated. 



Eco-Control 
 

 

Influence 

Direct control 
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Presentation Notes
We have focused first on the parts of the building that are manufactured and assembled by the construction industry, those which the industry can control.  To ensure that we can determine how well the building systems perform we test the whole building system unoccupied, before monitoring the building with occupants in.The industry has direct control of the building.  If the fabric creates an thermally effective enclosure we can control it with efficient services.  If the enclosure fails the building services will neither be efficient nor effective, they may not have the capability to heat or cool the building, even though designed to do so.For occupant behaviour to be positively influenced, users need information and ability to control and feedback.



The Performance Gap 
– The difference between 

• Design prediction 
• Measured values 

– Measured whole building heat loss 
– Solutions exist 
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Presentation Notes
The buildings tested all aspired to be better than the regulatory requirement.The thermal resistance of the building was calculated and then using whole building heat loss tests, the actual heat loss per degree difference between the outside and the inside of the building was calculated.The designed heat loss in all cases was aspirational – beyond regs, the projects had put themselves forward to be tested, so the sample was not random it could be suggested that buildings represented a sample that we may consider better than the building stock.The degree of difference experienced was in some cases more than twice that anticipated, over a 100% more heat escaping from some of the buildings.



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the whole sample to date.   The red bars showing the actual heat loss experienced, the blue bars showing that measured.Some of the bars represent a series tests on the same property with upgrades made to the building fabric.  With many of the retrofit projects the change resulted in improvements but not as great as expected.  There are some notable exceptions where nearly zero passive buildings did achieve measured values within an acceptable tolerance of that predicted.  This is somewhat surprising as it would be expected that as we build buildings with very high standards of thermal resistance, slight deviations become more significant as a percentage of the overall heat loss figure



% Performance Gap: Tolerance  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
While some buildings and retrofit projects were achieving significant steps forward, demonstrating their ability to provide thermally resistant and resilient structures, others fail to achieve their target allowing the unwanted flow of heat energy into and out of the building.The graph shows the percentage deviation from that predicted.  If this were a tolerance level or a safety level, half of the buildings would need to be designed with over a 50% safety factor to ensure the building provided the expected thermal resistance. Maintaining a comfortable internal environment within buildings of poor thermal performance creates an unnecessary impact on the natural environment, adds unwanted emissions and exacerbates the problem of fuel poverty.



Build with Confidence 

• 120,000 – 200,000 new homes 
• New homes need an upgrade  
• 22 million homes need upgrading  

– (retrofit market £200 billion over 40 years?) 
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Presentation Notes
It is essential that the government and investors have confidence in the construction industry’s ability to provide a functional the building stock.  Ensuring the 120,000 new homes produced each year move reliably close to the 2016 nearly zero target is key, but only part of the challenge.  The green improvements being made to the existing building stock must also be worthy of the investment.  Currently, so few of the existing 22 million homes in the UK operate close to the standards expected and legislated for that the whole building stock is in need of an Eco upgrade.  The retrofit market for domestic buildings is estimated at £200 billion over the next 40 years.   As an industry, a combined effort is required to build confidence and ensure reliability.  Unfortunately, the industry has been woefully weak on building quality, especially building performance and achieving thermal standards. 



Conservative  
estimates 

• 120,000 
• 50% not achieved (DECC) 
• 26% average (LSI tests – fabric) 
• 0.06mtCO2eq / annum 
• £14 million or  
• £115 per house 

50% 

26% 
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The results suggest that with respect to new builds the deviation between fabric expected and actual performance could emit an additional 0.06 mtCO2eq per annum, based on the conservative estimate of 120,000 dwellings produced equivalent to approximately £14 million in energy bills.  Unless addressed this could will affect every new year’s worth of additional stock



Unintended  
Consequences 

Solar 
Water 
Heat pumps 
Build quality 
Thermal performance 

annual bill for their 
electricity and gas was 
£4,434. In the last 15 
days they had spent 
£355 on electricity. 
 
2 to 3 times national 
average 
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http://www.thetelegraphandargus.co.uk/news/10207862.Residents_vent_their_anger_over__failing__eco_homes/There may be some latent defects that we need to consider, air tight house with poor ventilation, interstitial condensation as a result of poorly designed upgrades, problems with freeze thaw cycles that are more extremeSolar panels oriented on less exposed surfaces, shadowed by tress, buildings.  Product switching, different panels installed to those specifiedMVHR not commissioned, limited air circulation, ducts squashedRain water harvesting, not commissioned. Pumps not capable of supplying water, pumps continuously operation, float sensors jammed, solenoid valveHeat pumps effective when owner understands the concept and installed appropriatelyInsulation not positioned properly, air barriers  not continuous or in contact with the insulation



Establish Actual Change 

128W/K 
Back to back 
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End terr w/o 
pw /cw fill 

98 W/K 
with 

Pw/cw fill 



Retrofit – understanding the difference 
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There are clear differences between the performance that is expected and that which is achieved through interventions.  Some interventions make a real differenceDeep renovation packages can be effective if properly thought out.



Base Line 
 
 • Design Review 

• Performance Testing 
– Whole building and elemental heat loss  

• New build: design v’s measured 
• Existing: before and after intervention 

• Intensive and extensive monitoring 
– elec, gas, circuits, temp, humidity, weather stations 

• Building survey, thermography 
• Behaviour Studies 
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Review, Test, Monitor and Evaluate



 Thermal 
Analysis 

Pressurisation 
testing 

Leakage detection 

Tracer gas 
measurement 

Heat flux 
measurement 

Thermal imaging 

Air flow 
measurements 

Surface/cavity temperature 
measurement 

Partial 
deconstruction 

Building Forensics 

Construction observations 



Hygrothermal and Thermal  
Modelling 



Prototype 
construction for 
Derwenthorpe 

SIPs 

Thin-Joint Masonry 

2-stage refurb. of 
existing home 
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Existing Phase 1

Existing Phase 2

Existing Phase 3

Thin-joint prototype

SIPs prototype

Temple Avenue Project 
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Theremal upgrades can be effective2 Code 4 prototypes for Derwenthorpe, retrofit of a 1930’s semi to same levels of energy performanceRefurb (1930s 3 bed semi) 309 W/K to 147W/KSIPs 133W/K (4 bed) prototypeThin Joint 149 W/K (4 bed) prototypeDominic Miles Shenton et al (2012) Temple Avenue Reports, Joseph Rountree Trust - Leeds Metropolitan University



Consistent intervention? 

212W/K 
End terr w/o 
pw /cw fill 

95? W/K 
with 

Pw/cw fill 

100? W/K 
with 

Pw/cw fill 98 W/K 
with 

Pw/cw fill?  
≅ 

≅ 
𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑖𝑎 𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠

+ 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑠

= 𝑐 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐? 
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When interventions are made we need to know that they are effective and consistent.What level of consistency do we expect and how do we ensure that the consistency is achieved.At the moment the industry does not perform such checks



Effective enclosure 
Energy signatures  

 
 
 
 

• Integrated method for evaluating and controlling 
performance  

Measurement  

220? W/K 180? W/K 200? W/K 
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We measure building performance when variables can be controlled.In some building, where the fabric is perforated and not well insulated the heat flow varies so much it cannot be accurately measured, changes in wind direction alters the heat loss considerable.  During extreme whether their resistance wold be poor.



Consistency and Reliability 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With careful research and intervention of the right materials and products, effective enclosures can be achieved.The results above show behaviour in a part wall prior to intervention.  Heat flow simply responded to the external environment conditions, Changes to bypass and air movement within the micro environment of the building fabric resulted in changing heat flow. 



Building better homes for the 
Customer:  Future Groups April 2012 

• “Concerns have been raised regarding the as-
built energy performance of new homes in 
comparison to designed values. The evidence 
for this comes almost exclusively from the 
work of Leeds Metropolitan University who 
accumulated data from 16 homes between 
2005 and 2009.” 
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Our research is not without criticism, we have exposed challenges that some are uncomfortable with.Building Better Homes for the Customer, Produced by The Futures Group - The New Homes “Think Tank” April 2012 [http://www.masonryfirst.com/newsItem.asp?newsID=2844&newsCategory=General ]



Building better homes for the 
Customer:  Future Groups April 2012 
 

• This sample [lmu] relates to only 0.0064% of 
the housing stock constructed and therefore 
cannot be seen as being representative.  

• Set against this data, The Futures Group has 
found growing evidence that the performance 
of newer homes is improving. 



Whole building testing 
 

The co-heating test does not provide a practical or economic 
method for wide-scale measurement of as-built energy 
performance. 
 
• Expensive, Time consuming, Unoccupied and  
     Winter test 

 
• Energy signatures:  

– steady state  
– dynamic 
– in-use and occupancy 

 
 
 
 



REGULATED APPLIANCES THOROUGHLY TESTED, RELATIVE ENERGY 
RATING AWARDED ONCE THE KWH/YEAR EFFICIENCY IS KNOWN 

• THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION DIRECTIVE (EUE-LEX 
2012) AND RESULTING UK ENERGY CONSERVATION 
REGULATION (HMSO 2004) DICTATES THAT:  

• “6 (1) NO SUPPLIER SHALL PLACE ON THE 
COMMUNITY MARKET A REGULATED APPLIANCE 
UNLESS HE HAS ESTABLISHED TECHNICAL 
DOCUMENTATION SUFFICIENT TO ENABLE THE 
ACCURACY OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED  
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We are not going to be able to ignore testing buildings, those that develop the solutions have the edge on the market. 



Understand, 
Develop Capability, 

Integrate, Build and Enhance 
 

Research and 
Development 

 
 

Educate and Train 
Knowledge and 

Skills 
 

Build with integrity 
and confidence 

Methods for 
assessing, testing , 

monitoring and 
surveying 
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Green Construction Board knowledge and skills group SAP (Standard Assessment Procedure – National  calculation methodology for Building Regulations and the Green Deal) Scientific Integrity Group. DECC Experts group for the Green Deal MeasuresNational Finance Scheme: payback method for improved energy efficiency in buildings. Steering group for a Government project designed to close the performance gap. Project funded by CLG and managed by the Zero Carbon Hub. 



 
John Cage 

Not knowing 
where to begin is a 
common form of 

paralysis. 
Silence 4:33 

Begin 
Anywhere 

BUILDING PHYSICS AND PERFORMANCE: 
LESSONS LEARNED, RESEARCH AND 
INNOVATION 
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